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3 football players 
charged with assault 
was called to the scene. 
Shone McGriff Police were unable to obtain in- 
News Writer formation on a cause for the inci- 
JSU police arrested three football dent except that the fight apparently 
players on assault charges last week. was related to a problem at an Al- 
Director of Public Safety David pha phi Alpha party held earlier in 
Nichols said Sean P. Richardson, the Montgomery Building. 
James M. Lester, and Terry L. Head Football Coach Bill Bur- 
White, all of Salls Hall, were gess said Tuesday that no disci- 
chargedon warrants stemming from plinaryaction had been taken against 
two different assault incidents. the players. 
Richardson was charged Feb. 4 He said he would wait until the 
on a warrant signed by Jimmy cases were through the court sys- 
Restwood. tem before he would make a deci- 
Campus police said Prestwood sion on any of the players. "We'll 
was leading a study group in handlethesituationin-house.That's 
Houston Cole Library and asked all I want to say about it," said 
Richardson to quiet down. Alleg- Burgess. 
edly, Richardson was angered and Richardson and White were both 
hit Prestwood ~n the head. contributors to JSU's football pro- 
White and Lester were arrested gram last year. 
Feb. 7 on a warrant signed by Jo- Richardson, a red-shirt freshman, 
seph Patton. According to the was the number two fullback last 
statement,agroupof up t020p~p le  year and White, a junior, started on 
were involved in a fight near defense at the left cornerback po- 
Dauguette Hall Feb. l .  Several men sition. 
assaulted Patton. The JSU sportsinformation office 
The reporting officer said Patton lists Lester as a football player but 
was "bleeding from the mouth and his status was unavailable at press 
nose very b a d  and an ambulance time. 
SGA funds Special Olympians' trips 
Melanie Jones 
News Writer 
The SGA presented a check for $1,440 to the Alabama 
Special Olympics at Monday's senate meeting. 
The check was accepted by Gina Willis, assistant 
executive director of the Alabama Special Olympics. 
The money contributed by the SGA will allow athletes 
from the area to attend the 1991 Summer International 
Special Olympics, to take place in St. Paul, Minn. from 
July 17 to 29. 
The students who have been selected to go are Dana 
KilgoreandDeniseClark, bothof Wellborn High School. 
They will both be competing in the roller skating compe- 
tition. 
The SGA contribution will go toward the girls' trans- 
portation, food, lodging and uniforms. 
"We're very excited because we are trying to involve 
the universities," said Willis. "All of this wouldn't be 
possible if JSU students weren't involved." 
Both Kilgore and Clark have been active with JSU's 
Special Olympicsstaff, which isdirected by GlenRoswal. 
Both have attended the Fall Sports Camp and the skating 
clinics sponsored by the JSU staff. 
Laura Blanchard and Barrie Ogletree are co-directors 
of the JSU Special Olympics. They will travel to St. Paul, 
Minn., this summer as coaches and are currently raising 
the money they need to attend. 
Blanchard and Clark are senior special education ma- 
jors. "I havea brother with Down's Syndrome and that's 
what got me interested in special education," said 
Blanchard. 
The SGA senate presented Dana Kilgore and Denise Clark, center, with a plaque and $1,440 at 
Monday's SGA meeting. 
Seven apply for executive positions 
Melanie Jones grades if he dropped two courses, even though he was passing abilities. "I want to start a tradition of strong confidence in the 
News Writer at the time. "After talking to my advisor, it was agreed that in SGA. I hope toprove tostudentsthat they are the SGA'snumber 
the long-run, it would be better for my GPA to withdraw, Pyle one priority." 
Seven students have announced their intent to seek positions said. After the withdrawal was complete, Pyle received The candidates for financial officer are Chris Phillips, Ashley 
that will allow them to influence campus life in the coming year. "withdraw failing" grades from ROTC any way. Richards and Vickie Story. 
They will be campaigning for the three executive offices of the "I withdrew Nov. 7," Pyle said. The last day to withdraw Phillips is an education major in his sophomore year who has 
SGA; president, vice president and financial officer. passing was Nov. 13. served on the senate for one year. He said the position of 
Jackie Demck and Clinton Baker are both in the race for "I understand that rules must be followed, but this sometimes financial officer is a "stepping stone in leadership skills." 
president. Demck is a senior majoring in education and has tums a deaf ear to fairness," Pyle said. Phillips said he likes things the way they are in the SGA, and, 
served on the senate for one year. Derrick said she is interested Yusef Al-Amein and Sam Witherspoon are running for vice if he is elected, he will continue to provide senators with 
in what's happening on campus and wants to serve the students. president. itemized financial reports like they have received in the past. 
She said, "I'll be here for the students, they won't be here for Al-Amein is a sophomore and has served as a senator for one Story said her sister, who was financial officer in 1988, 
me." Demck said she is pleased with the changes the SGA has year. If elected, he hopes to use his position to reduce racial inspired her to seek the position. Story is a junior majoring in 
gone through under the new constitution. She said she wants to, tension on campus. He said his goal is to serve the people, not corrections. She has served on the senate for three years. If 
"go with that (change) and make it better." just get elected. "There is a difference between apolitician and elected, Story said she will send senators a bi-weekly budget. "I 
Baker could not be reached for comment by press time. a statesman, and I like to think of myself as a statesman," he would like to see more people get involved in the SGA," said 
Another applicant, junior Phil Pyle, was ruled ineligible by said. "I'm going to tell it like it is." Story. 
the Elections Comittee Wednesday morning. Witherspoon is a sophomore marketing major who has Richards was not available for comment. 
According to Pyle, he withdrew from school last semester sewed as a senator for nearly two years. Witherspoon said he Elections will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. March 5, on the 
after k i n g  told by ROTC officials he would receive failing hopes to make the student M y  feel confident in the SGA's fourth floor of Montgomery Building. 
T-ke Chanricleer 
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South proud, not prejudiced 
Karen Parr Dasinger called the Civil War The Sons of Confederate Veterans 
News Writer "Lincoln's War." He said Lincoln is a genealogical-based organization 
started the war because he did not open to those who can prove they 
Ask Norman Dasinger about the 
Civil War and he will quickly in- 
terject, "We don't say Civil War. 
We call it a war for independence." 
Dasinger said he and some other 
Southerners dispute the popular 
portrayal of Southerners as "the bad 
guys" in connection with the war. 
Dasinger declared the media por- 
tray Southerners as "a bunch of Klu 
Kluxers." He said authors of text- 
books depict a picture of the South 
that sells, not a picture that is com- 
plete. 
Dasinger said his goal is to com- 
municate history free of these dis- 
torted views. One way he does this is 
by visiting area high schools and 
elementary schools in an attempt to 
educate students about an often un- 
seen pictureof thesouth. He said his 
talks arouse curiosity and interest in 
the students. 
During these visits, Dasinger dons 
a grey Confederate Sergeant Major 
uniform. He said he wears it in 
memory of his great-great-grandfa- 
ther, who was a Sgt. Maj. in the 7th 
Mississippi infantry battalionduring 
the Civil War. 
Dasinger said that like himself, 
many Southerners are descended 
from Confederate soldiers. They are 
simply unaware of the fact. 
He makes the claim that, "If you 
are a Southerner and your history 
goes back, you are descended from a 
man who fought in the Confederate 
army." He said this is probably the 
case in 98 to 99 percent of South- 
erners. 
Dasinger said it is very important 
for people to understand the war was 
not about slavery. He saidsinceabout 
91 percent of the Confederates did 
not own slaves, "it would have been 
stupid" for them to fight for other 
men's property. 
He said the war-spawning suc- 
cession was a Southern reaction to 
Northern injustice shown to them. 
The South was not being treated 
fairly, said Dasinger, as they were 
taxed for funds which were mostly 
spent in the industrialized North. 
want the mar of a Southern secession 
and a disjointed Union on his presi- 
dent y . 
"They don't put what Lincoln said 
about black people in the textbooks," 
said Dasinger. He said Lincoln did not 
want blacks to gain the right to vote 
and he made remarks denoting blacks 
as inferior. 
"Abraham Lincoln said these 
things," Dasinger said, "I'm not 
making it up." 
Dasinger is a member of The Sons 
of Confederate Veterans, an organi- 
zation that supports his views. 
descend from a Confederate soldier. 
The group meets monthly to discuss 
issues concerning the war between 
the states. 
The group created the General John 
Herbert Kelley, Legion of the Valley 
Award which it gives to men who die 
in battle. 
Two of these awards went to white 
soldiers and three went to black sol- 
diers, said Dasinger. "We honor 
Southern fighting men-black, white, 
or whatever," said Dasinger. "Our 
organization has nothing to do with 
race." 
Local elementary school kids look on in wonder as JSU professor 
Norman Dasinger explains Southern heritage to them. Dasinger 
uses the Confederate flags in his talks. 
As part of the continual effort to improve the quality of The Chanticleer, 
acknowledgements are made to correct inadvertent mistakes. The staff 
apologizes for any inconvenience which may have occurred. 
On Jan. 24 the map of the Middle East was provided courtesy of the 
Geography department of the University thanks to Doug Bevis. 
The map was produced by the Geography department of the University 
of Alabama. 
On Jan. 31 The Chanticleer stated that one-thud of summer classes 
would be cut. While the allocation was cut by one-thud, each dean was 
given the given authority to transfer funds in order to offer more classes. 
Some departments have done this, and, therefore, will not be forced to cut 
a full one-third. 
In the Feb. 7 edition the quote by Jeff Truitt should have stated "Just 
because you don't know her is no reason not to help her out." 
Class cuts not as 
drastic as feared 
Shannon Cooper Classes in the College of Busi- 
News Editor ness Administration and the Col- 
lege of Education also dropped sig- 
Classes offered over the three nificantly, Kribel said. CBA classes 
summer sessions have been cut by 8 dropped from 92 to 76, while CED 
percent. classes dropped from 133 to 122. 
Robert E. Kribel, vice president The College of Communication 
for Academic Affairs, said the cuts and Fine Arts was the only one to 
in classes came about due to a see an increase in classes offered 
$300,000 budget decrease. with 77 last year and 79 this year. 
The decrease was a result of Kribel stressed that some of the 
proration. Kribel said reductions in changes would have occurred re- 
travel and equipment expenses were gardless of the budget cuts. 
not enough to meet the necessary "Even if there were no changes in 
reductions. the summer budget, the course of- 
Faculty members on 12-month ferings change from year to 
contracts will not be affected by the year." Kribel said. 
cutbacks, Kribel said. All depart- He said many courses have just 
ments' nine-month employees will had reductions in the number of 
be affected considerably, he added. sections offered, while very few 
The College of Nursing was the courses have been cut out com- 
hardest department hit by budget pletely, he said. 
reduction. Classes dropped from 25 "We're trying our best to meet the 
offered in 1990 to 12 offered in students'needs.Theymaynothave 
1991. Kribel attributed the sizeable as much flexibility as they would 
drop to the termination of the like, but hopefully no one will be 
department's Master's program. hurt badly," he said. 
Drug charges brought 
against three students 
Melanie Jones The search resulted in the discov- 
News Writer ery of the alleged marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia which is now in a crime 
University police have arrested five 
students for possession of marijuana 
in the past two weeks. 
Officers charged Mark Bowan and 
Michael Sweiger, both of 113 Dixon 
Hall and Charles White of 1 16 Dixon 
Hall with possession of marijuana. 
Bowen and Sweiger were also 
charged with possession of drug 
paraphernalia. 
According to David Nichols, head 
of the Department of Public Safety, 
police officers were already in the 
dorm to pick up a suspect in question. 
The officers detected the odor of 
marijuana in the room and conducted 
a legal search after the occupants of 
the room signed a "consent to search" 
form. 
lab being analyzed. 
Nichols said police have found more 
drugs in the past two years than in 
previous years. 
Marijuana isn't the only drug police 
have found on campus, Nichols said. 
Cocaine, LSD and Crack Cocaine 
have also been confiscated by police 
in the past two years. 
Although there has been an increase 
in the number of drug-related arrests 
recently, Nichols said he does not 
feel this indicates an increase in drug 
use on campus. 
Nichols said the increased number 
of arrests is the result of an increased 
awareness of drugs and of police 
spending more time in the residence 
halls. 
Illiteracy, drop-out rates scar state's rep 
Myra Gaddis 
News Writer 
Alabama has weak economic and 
educational systems, according to J. 
Wayne Flynt, an Auburn University 
professor. 
Flynt addressed the issue of faulty 
Alabama programs during a speech 
he held Feb. 5. 
Flynt's recently published book, 
"Poor but Proud," is based on the 
economic and political background 
of Alabama. 
Most of the book's information 
came from Flynt's famiiy members. 
"I come from a long line of story 
tellers," he said. Flynt said his mother 
would hurry his father along in his 
stories by saying, "Get to the point, 
Homer." Flynt said this advice has 
helped him, too. 
The majority of Flynt's speech 
was on the weak economic and edu- 
cational systems in Alabama. 
"Alabama maintains a good tax 
and regulator environment but is 
crippled by inadequate educational 
resources, a below average financial 
sector,and an uneven infrastructure," 
Flynt said. 
Flynt said the drop-out and illit- 
eracy rates in Alabama are toe high. 
He said 500,000 adults in Alabama 
are illiterate, and almost one million 
did not graduate from high school. 
His statistics also showed that 65 
percent of every dollar spent on fpod 
stamps and welfare went to high 
school dropouts in 1989. ACT scores 
dropped three points on the average 
in 1990, and 8 percent of all high 
school seniors in Alabama did not 
even take the ACT. 
Flynt did offer an ounce of hope. 
He said the scores on the verbal sec- 
tion of the ACT were much higher 
last year, and the ACT scores of 
minority students have increased for 
the last 15 yeas. 
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Take time to enjoy life, not just live it 
"Times they are a-changin'," ready to go to class. They at least 
someone said the other day. have to pull on a pair of pants and 
Indeed, they are. throw on a hat. Some even go so far 
Today's college students not only Shannon Cooper as to take a shower and put on make- 
have school work and jobs to worry up. This can take anywhere from five 
about, but now they have war, the minutes to two hours,depending upon 
economy and the state's funding - how much appearance matters to each 
or lack i f  - for higher education as 
well. 
With all these responsibilities, who 
has time to think? There are all sorts 
of time management classes offered 
to help students get organized. They 
give students direction by suggesting 
ways to divide their time. 
Not many people, myself included, 
have time to attend these seminars, 
though. 
How does one get organized when 
hedoesn't even have time to go to the 
seminars? 
Reports are often neglected to make 
way for studying for tests. Then, 
homework problems are neglected to 
make way for reports. The circle 
seems to be never-ending. 
I have tried to bring some order to 
my own chaos, but outside forces 
always seem to break up the scheme 
of my "perfect" plan. 
The "perfect" plan allots time for 
every project, homeworkassignment 
and test review. It also gives an hour 
for lunch and dinner; six hours are 
dedicated to sleep. 
Professors advise two hours of out- 
side studying for every hour of classes, 
so hmm ... that's 30 hours a week for 
15 hours of classes. There goes 45 
hours of the week. Meals take up 14 
hours and sleep takes up 42 hours. 
Now, students working part-time 
jobs need not forget the time they 
spend at work. Another 15 hours can 
be added for money-earning ventures. 
Provided nothing runs over, stu- 
dent. have used up 1 16 of their 168 
hours in the week. 
Social organizations take up an- 
other chunk of time with weekly 
meetings and parties. 
Special research projects usually 
require more than their designated 
two hours. 
Commuting time is also a factor. 
More than two-thirds of JSUs stu- 
dents drive from home. The seem- 
ingly short drive from Oxford takes 
about 30 minutes, but round-trip for 
five days adds up to another five 
hours. 









168 Self Hall 
The pageant 
will be March 5 
in Leone Cole 
student. Either way, physical prepa- 
ration takes up time every day. 
Most students alsolike to have some 
kind of social life. Some even think 
the social aspect of college is an im- 
portant part bf their education. 
How does one decide whether 
classes or friends should come first? 
Most students cannot handle 
studying, working and sleeping all 
day every day; they need dating and 
socializing to cushion the blow of 
continuous stress. 
I wish I had time to give 15 hours a 
week to friends rather than to classes, 
but I guessif itweren't for my classes, 
I wouldn't have the friends. 
Regardless, there's no reason to 
leave time for fun out of the "perfect" 
plan. A few hours a day should be 
devoted to pleasurable things that 
don't necessarily pertain to classes or 
work. 
Maybe there isn't enough time in a 
week to do everything, but by com- 
promising, things seem to fall into 
place sooner or later. The end of the 
semester, after all, is less than three 
months away. 
with the purchase of a 
large fry and a 
For a limited time f ONLYatyour 
Jacksonville 
McDonald's . 
312 N. Pelham Road 
Have you bought your gift yet? 
Whether you have 
or have not, Stop by 
THE CAMPUS 
BOOKSTORE 








CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION 
We invite you to share with us on Tuesday evenings. The 
CSO is open to all college students and their friends to share 
in a meal and program beginning at 6:00 p.m. 
The following is our schedule for the rest of February. 
19th 6:00 Dinner & Sharing 
20th Noon Lenten Service at McClure Chapel 
26th 6:00 Dinner & Bible Study 
For more information about SEARCH or 
*rt the C.S.O. program, please call Father 
Kevin Cooke at (205) 435-3238. The C.S.O. 
meets at St. Charles Catholic 
on East 7th Street, 
Jacksonville. 
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Announcements Anger may cause untimely death 
*All students graduating at the end of the Spring or Summer terms must 
taketheCollegeBaseExamination. Studentsshouldregisteratthefollowing 
locations: 
Communications and Fine Arts 212 Self Hall 
Commerce & Business Admin. 110 Merrill Hall 
Criminal Justice 126 Brewer Hall 
Education 207 Ramona Hall 
Letters & Sciences 114 Martin Hall 
Nursing Dean's Office Wallace Hall 
Testing Sessions: 
On Campus: 2 p.m. March 5; 3 p.m. March 6; 10 a.m. March 9; 6:30 p.m. 
March 11; 6:30 p.m. March 12. 
Fort McClellan: 5 p.m. March 4. 
JSU-Gadsden: 6 p.m. March 13; 6 p.m. March 14. 
*Adult Learner's Forum will meet 3 p.m. on the 3rd floor of Montgomery 
Building, Feb. 28. Marvin Jenkins, director of Career Development and 
Placement will speak on "Employers' and Recruiters' Attitudes Toward 
theNon-Traditional Student" For more information contact AliceCusimano 
at 782-5020. 
*The JSU Campus Ministries Association announces the second annual 
Lenten services series tobe held in McCleur Chapel. Separate sessions will 
be from 12 noon-12:20 p.m. and 12:30 to 1250 p.m. each Wednesday. 
Kevin Cooke of S t  Charles Catholic Church led the traditional Ash 
Wednesday service. The rest of the services will be organized under the 
traditional symbols of the Christian church. On Feb. 20, the symbol will be 
water and the leaders will be Bob Ford and Gary Brittain, Baptist Campus 
Ministers. Salt will be the symbol for Feb. 27, when the service will be led 
From News Bureau reports ever is causing the anger," she said. Learn to recognize the signs of 
Be more assertive. building anger. 
The director of the JSU Psychol- "Often, anger is caused by a person "When you feel yourself getting 
ogy Clinic has advice on how to not being assertiveenough toexpress 'stressedout' becauseof what you're 
handle anger before it kills you. himself. When this happens anger holding inside, go ahead and let it go. 
"If you tend to hold in angry feel- builds up." Mow the grass or jog, whatever you 
ings, you may be letting yourself in Join a support group if necessary. feel like doing." 
for a shortened life span," according "Sometimes it helps to find agroup The key to controlling anger, 
to Loni Willanzheimer, Clinic direc- of people who share your problems. Willanzheimer said, is to4'finda suit- 
tor. They will be able to relate to what ablechannel fortheangerandit won't 
Willanzheimer said "suppressed you are going through," she said. have a chance to build up." 
anger can cause heart disease, high 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, 
headaches,constipation, diarrheaand 
insomnia. It can even cause depres- 
sion and changes in appetite., , 
A study conducted at Duke Univer- 
sity Medical Center reveals that 
chronic anger can shorten your life as 
much or more than smoking, obesity 
and a high-fat diet. 
Willanzheimer's suggestions for 
*Exercise 
exercise is a good to 
vent anger because it helps You take 
care of the dfenaline Your body has 
by George Quiggle, Rector of St. Luke's Episcopal Church. Dale Clem, released," she said. 
Methodist Campus Minister, will lead the March 6 service, using the Talk. 
symbol of fire. On March 13, Clint McDonald of Covenant Lutheran "Find a friend - or even the person 
Church will lead the meditation on the cross. The final service of the series you're angry with -and talk it over. 
will be led by Chris Curvin of the Jacksonville First Presbyterian Church. This will relieve you of some of the 
On March 27, Curvin will lead the meditation on bread. All members of the hostility that is inside andit may even 
University Community are invited to join in these Lenten services. help bring about a solution to what- 
- 
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL 
Eue ything You Need? 
*CHOCOLATES *BALLOONS 
4ROSES 4STUFFED ANIMALS 
*BOXER SHORTS 4CARDS 
*GIFTS IN A BALLOON 
*AND MUCH MORE! 
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Drug use declining r- U P D  Docket- 1 r I 
College Press Service 
The number of college and high 
school students who use illicit drugs 
sharply declined in 1990, a nation- 
wide study contended Jan. 24. 
Students' consumption of alcohol 
remainsat aboutthe same high levels 
of prior years, the annual survey by 
the National Institute of Health and 
the University of Michigan also 
found. 
"Clearly our young people are 
gradually moving away from nearly 
all foms of illicit drug use," con- 
cluded Lloyd D. Johnston, the 
survey's director and social scientist 
at Michigan. 
Researchers found that about one- 
third of the 1,200 college students 
surveyed had used an illicit drug in 
the past year. 
One-third of high school students 
asked also reported they had used an 
illicit drug during 1990. 
By contrast, last year's survey found 
that 50.8 percent of all college stu- 
dents and high school seniors had 
used illicit drugs in 1989. 
"We are seeing a continuing de- 
cline in the proportion of these 
populations who are actively using 
any illicit drug, as well as in the 
proportions using a number of spe- 
cificdrugssuch as marijuana,cocaine, 
crack, stimulants and sedatives," 
Johnston reported. 
Students' use of alcohol is declin- 
ing much more slowly than other 
drugs. 
In 1990,75 percent of college stu- 
dents surveyed said they had con- 
sumed alcohol during the past month, 
down from a high of 83 percent in 
1982. 
While students apparently are us- 
ing illicit drugs less frequently, 
Johnston added, it's not because drugs 
are hard to get. 
"Our data strongly suggest that most 
of the decrease among young people 
in their use of marijuana, cocaine, 
crack and PCP is due to a change in 
their demand for these drugs, not a 
change in supply," he observed. 
Students "have increasingly come 
to see the use of these drugs as dan- 
gerous and, probably as a result, peer 
acceptance of such use has dimin- 
ished considerably," he said. 
However, it's too early to become 
overly optimistic, Johnston warned. 
"We must not lose sight of the fact 
that even today a significant fraction 
of our young people are involved 
with these drugs, and that there still 
remains much to be done." 
Feb. 5, Mark Bowen and 
Michael Swiger,both of 1 13 Dixon 
Hall, and Charles White of 116 
Dixon Hall were charged with 
possession of marijuana. 
Swiger and Bowen were also 
charged, with possession of drug 
paraphernalia. 
Feb. 4, Sean P. Richardson of 
302 Salls Hall was charged with 
assault 
Feb. 4, Iris Dear reported that 
her wallet was stolen while she 
was studying at Houston Cole Li- 
brary. Dear reported that she went 
to therestmom and when shecame 
back her wallet was gone. 
A-1 WORD PROCESSING 
*IBM Computer W i t h  Laser Printer 
" Pick-Up And Delive y 
Resumes, Term Papers, Theses, 
Dissertations, Etc. 




Enter the Air Force immediately 
after paduation -- without waiting 
I for the resilts of your State Boards. you I 
Feb. 7, Stephen Ellar of 333 I ( a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, 
Feb. 6, James M. Lester ofsalls 
Hallwaschargedwithassaultona 
warrant signed by the victim. 
Crow reponed that 'Omeone you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Get a head start 
broke theT-topof his vehicle while 
it was ~arked at Crow Hall. / I in the Air Force. Call 
can earn great benefits as an Air Force nurse 
officer. And if selected during your senior year, 
you may qualify for a five-month internship at 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
Feb. 8, Christopher T. Taylor 1-800-423-USAF 
was charged with pssession of 
alcohol by a minor. 
E DWARDS' Open 6 a.m. Till Midnight DISCOUNT SUPERMARKET 7 Days A Week 
None Sold To Dealers 
500 PELHAM ROAD, SOUTH - JACKSONVILLE 435-6630 
.HOME OWNED AND HOME OPERATED. 
Senior Citizen's Discount Every 
F a  Tuesday 
Quantity Rights Reserved 
Edwards' Wishes JSU A Happy Valentine's Day 
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SGA decreases own 
student representation 
The SGA voted Monday night to reduce the amount of 
representation students can have in their only elected legis- 
lative body. 
SGA is an acronym for Student Government Association, 
but this move is a regression from true student representation. 
The vote changed the number of senators from a percentage, 
which would have allowed the number of representatives to 
grow alongside student population, to a set number of 35. 
Similar moves in the past to decrease student representa- 
tion have failed because senators voted for progression and 
larger reprgsentation. 
One reason given for the move is to allow people to work 
in different branches of SGA without being committed to the 
obligations of a senator. 
However, it will probably decrease the amount of partici- 
pation by students. It will definitely decrease the number of 
students whose voices will be heard on the debate floor. 
The SGA has spent this year making some bold and 
positive changes such as forming five divisions of work and 
creating a new judiciary. 
However, this latest move is not nearly as meritorious as 
previous accomplishments. 
Much of the talk in the senate this year has centered around 
letting students become more involved in the decision mak- 
ing process. If this is truly the first priority of the senate, then 
why take away the students right to a well-represented 
assembly? 
, T h e  Chanticleer-, 
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War changes no match for subtlety 
More and more, the spotlight of 
American concern has been placed 
on change. The president is seeking 
to change the world order, students 
are changing as they become sol- 
diers, and our perspective toward the 
globe is changing daily. 
However, this is not a new phe- 
nomenon to Americans. In fact, 
change is so common place that we 
barely even notice how fasttheworld 
is moving before our eyes. We prac- 
tically ignore change until it hits us 
straight on, as it has in the Middle 
East conflict. 
Certainly, the changes are becom- 
ing more noticeable since our atten- 
tion has centered on the Middle East, 
but the changes brought on by the 
war are really no more important 
than the ever-changing development 
our nation enjoys daily. 
After the war is over, the world 
order(muchaswemay wanttochange 
it) will still be the same. The United 
States will still be the prevailing 
Western power and global security 
force. The Middle East will continue 
to be a hot spot for bickering and war. 
And in many ways, East will still be 
Editor in Chief 
as farfrom West asitwasinRudyard 
Kipling's world. 
No matter how the world changes, 
America will definitely see its share 
of change. But our most important 
changes are the subtle, everyday ac- 
tions that maneuver the course of the 
nation. 
Monday morning I was watching 
television when an upcoming special 
on U.S. aid to Egypt was announced. 
Wanting to see where we stood with 
Egypt, I decided to take the time to 
see the program. 
The story centered around a small 
village where American dollars were 
building the area's first school, even 
though the town was hundreds of 
years old. 
It baffles the mind to believe that 
any area of the world could be so far 
behind in education and technology. 
To some parts of the globe, change 
comes so slowly. 
The education system in this 
country (as much as it is ridiculed) is 
one continual progression. 
Like me, many students can re- 
member the first computers in their 
high schools. Now those are archaic 
machines, after only a few years. 
We are changing the way we do 
business. Though it seems like a ri- 
diculous point, the discontinuing of 
the Sears catalogue heralds a new era 
of merchandising. Retail stores are 
so convenient now that many are 
saying catalogue sales are no longer 
profitable. Given, it'sa small change, 
but it signals a vast growth in trans- 
portation, communication and retail 
outlets in this nation. 
These wereall subtle, but they have 
grown to the point they now affect 
the course our lives will take after 
college. 
It seems clear, no matter how much 
the war may change the lines drawn 
on a globe, the most important 
changes take place because men and 
women continue to think and apply 
their knowledge to the betterment 
and change of the civilized world. 
Hard to take anti-war protestors 
Jason Thompson 
Special to The Chanticleer 
Americans should be accustomed to dissent. Laws of 
science say forevery action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. No matter what the cause may be, there is 
always one person or a group of people- ready to play 
devil's advocate. The freedom to express opposing 
viewpoints is the fuel from which the fires of democracy 
feed. It is what sets America apart from the rest of the 
world. 
For months now, supporters of the American troops in 
the Persian Gulf have shared the spotlight with anti-war 
protesters who feel our troops shouldbebackon American 
soil, no matter what the consequences. 
Ascitizens, wemust acceptall theopinionsand marches, 
but some are easier to take than others. It is much easier 
to except those who bolster national pride with flags and 
signs which proclaim "God Bless the USA." 
Anti-war demonstrators are not as easy to take. Mired 
in emotion they trample the American flag, projecting to 
our soldiers feelings of loneliness, abandonment and 
disgrace. 
Of course, not all the protesters are so detestable. Many 
are peaceful and courteous in their demonstrations. That 
sentiment is understandable, but the fact remains that our 
armed forces are assembled to fight and defend. And that 
is what, they've been called on to do. Everyone in the 
Middle East volunteered for his job knowing the dangers 
involved. 
A group of 200,000 people marching in opposition to 
American involvement helps no one but Saddam Hussein 
and his Iraqi supporters. 
War is never good, nor i s j t  the best, option. But 
sometimes it is the only option. 
Was the Revolutionary War such a bad idea? Should we 
have let Germany conquer Europe while Japan terrorized 
the Pacific? Of course, if there were no such thing as war, 
we never would have had a choice because America the 
superpower never would have existed. Instead, there 
would be a weak United States and an even weaker 
Confederacy. And slavery might still exist. 
Just as fighting was necessary in the past, it is necessary 
today. But it is not about an oil company's profit margin, 
or George Bush's quest for power, as many illogical 
people think. It is about preventing a man, who freely 
murders his own people, from controlling the most vola- 
tile region of the world. 
It is about preventing a known terrorist from gaining 
enough power to threaten our own country. Unfortunately, 
America is the only country in the world strong enough to 
stop Iraq's aggression. And it must be stopped now. 
History demands it. 
In 1938, Adolf Hitler demanded area in Czechoslavakia. 
In return, he promised Germany would expand no farther. 
At the time, Britain andFrance could have stopped Hitler. 
Instead, they compromised. One year later Hitler invaded 
Poland and began World War 11. 
America has taken the correct course of action, our only 
course of action. There will always be those who are too 
short-sighted and too narrow-minded to comprehend the 
current situation on a global and historical scale. 
There will always be those who refuse to stand up and 
fight for America and for its ideals. They are the ones for 
whom American troops die. They are the ones who 
criticize the country that gives them the right to criticize. 
As the fightlng continues, so will the protests, marches 
and demonstrations by those people who live in a dream 
world where peace is freely given. But that's the United 
statis'df ~rnerica. May God bless us all. 
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=letters to the E d i t o r  
War coverage okay 
I am sorry all the war coverage is 
interrupting your news flow. I would 
point out, however, there are some of 
us who have friends and others who 
have family on that "sand dune." We 
appreciate the coverage, even when 
it brings us painful news. 
I can forgive the war stories about 
covering the Vietnam War, because 
it shows that we as a country have 
learned from our mistakes, and these 
veterans won't come home to the 
same reception. There is also a need 
to inform those of us who are too 
young to remember how these things 
are done and under what restrictions 
the reporters are operating. The last 
reason for war stories is to fill time, 
rather than breaking in and out when 
they know the story is still coming in. 
As for the Soviet Union, they are 
nottheonly ones in history toviolently 
suppress members of their own so- 
ciety.Perhaps wedon't have the moral 
right to judge them? Death is de- 
plorable under any circumstance, but 
it is a political reality that most 
countries have resorted to at one time 
or another. 
Editors make the decision daily as 
to what news will be covered and 
what will be ignored. They make the 
decision as to how much coverage a 
story will get. Perhaps you should 
review your own decisions before 
criticizing others? You, as they, have 
a responsibility to cover your 
audience's interests and needs. In 
you case a proof reader would be a 
welcome addition to your staff. 
Carole Douglas 
Sophomore 
A bout A be Lincoln 
I am writing in regard to a state- 
ment in the Jan. 24 edition of The 
Chanticleer. The comments were 
made by Doug Ford in regard to Ed 
Crook's comments in an earlier edi- 
tion. 
The statement I speak of is: "Ob- 
viously, he didn't pay attention in 
history classes, or he might remem- 
ber that the so-called 'slave master' 
Abraham Lincoln was one of the most 
influential figures in the abolishment 
of slavery." Was he really? I am not 
a big history buff, but from what I 
have read outside of class, I think 
Lincoln was more concemed with 
saving his union than abolishing 
slavery. He was "influential," but he 
had ulterior motives for being "in- 
fluential." 
If you, Mr. Ford, ever get bored, 
pick up a copy of Lincoln's opening 
debate at Charleston, Ill., in 1858, 
against the incumbent for that state's 
senatorial seat. You can see Lincoln 
was not concemed about blacks. This 
was Lincoln's opening statement: 
"While I was at the hotel today an 
elderly gentleman called upon me to 
know whether I was really in favor of 
producing a perfect equality between 
the Negroes and white people. I will 
say, then that I am not, nor ever have 
been, in favor of making voters or 
jurors of Negroes, nor of qualifying 
them to hold office .... I, as much as 
any other man, am in favor of having 
the superior position assigned to the 
white race." This was before his 
presidency, but his attitudes did not 
change much during office. 
The main point I wish to make is 
that everything we learn in a class- 
room is not "the Gospel." Am I to 
believe everything I hear inside of a 
classroom simply because it is a class. 
History is told from various per- 
spectives, and it  is only as objective 
as the person telling the story. 
I wish to take nothing from the 
"image" of Abraham Lincoln, but 
sometimes we,% logical people, need 
to be less acquiescent about all sub- 
jects. 
Did Socrates, Aristotle or Plato 
learn from mere listening? Where 
would our nation be if everyone took 
information without questioning? I 
can think of many cases where lives 
could have been saved had there been 
more inquisitive people ... theone that 




Support biking for MS 
-- people your age. Students should 
Doropy Tobe either sign up to ride the tour or 
Special to The Chanticleer a cyclist. 
Imagine pedaling a bicycle not The tour leaves Birmingham May 
only for your health, but for the 18 and goes north to Lake 
health of other people who cannot Guntersville State Park, where rid- 
ride abikeor walk unaided because ers may choose free overnight 
of a disease called multiple sclero- camping or rent a hotel room. 
sis. Imagine reaching for what may Saturday night will feature a bar- 
be your f i s t  athletic award of y y  becue supper. After a hot breakfast 
kind- a medal for the MS 150 VI Sunday morning, riders will con- 
1991- dangling from a tricolored tinue to Decatur. From there a bus 
ribbon held out by an MS volunteer ride will be provided back to Bir- 
as you coast to the finish of a bike mingham. 
tour that many bring the cure for Rest stops will be provided every 
multiple sclerosis one year closer. 10 miles. Support vehicles will pa- 
Imagine the feeling of accomplish- trol the route for help with bike 
ment, for in the past two days you repair or injuries. 
have just ridden 150 miles on a Everything on the trip is free ex- 
bicycle. cept transportation to and from 
This year's MS 150 bike tour Birmingham and the optional hotel 
through north-central Alabama room. One need not be a bicycle 
hopes to raise $200,000 for funding jockey to ride, and any bike in good 
research in finding a cure for mul- condition will do. 
tiple sclerosis. It is a disease of the For more information about riding 
centralnervoussystemwhichcauses the tour or supporting a cyclist, 
unpredictable symptoms like please see Dorothy Tobe in 104 
blurred vision, slurred speech, loss Stone Center or call her at 782- 
of mobility, and even total paraly- 5412; or call BarbaraGrosenbaugh 
sis. Multiple sclerosis has inter- at 879-8881. 
ruptedand sloweddown the livesof Last year a form a multiple scle- 
a quarter- million Americans; at rosis was cured in mice, but human 
least 1,500 of those are here in application isat least 10 yearsaway. 
Alabama, and one,at least, is on this That time can be shortened with 
campus. Students need to support research done by scientists spon- 
thefightagainstthedisease,because sored by the Multiple Sclerosis 
it most often occurs in people be- Society. All JSU students need to 
tween the ages of twenty and forty do is ride a bicycle. 
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Assessment test to be given 
A 
to seniors this semester 
Allen Smith 
Special to The Chanticleer 
Most students are now aware that seniors 
who are planning to graduate during the 
spring and summer semesters are required to 
take a test called the College Base Exami- 
nation (CBE). Some seniors have expressed 
concern their performance on the CBE might 
keep them from graduating. To allay these 
fears, I want to use this opportunity to describe 
the CBE, toexplain why we are administering 
the test, and to suggest how the students can 
benefit from the test. 
What is the CBE? It is one of nationally 
administered exams designed to assess the 
extent to which students have acquired the 
knowledge and skills expected of most col- 
lege graduates. The test is not used to deter- 
mine whether students may graduate, as is 
the English Competency Exam. Students' 
performances are used to assess the effec- 
tiveness of the University's curriculum, 
programs and instruction. The form of the 
CBE being used this spring does not give us 
scores on individual students. The scores we 
receive will represent an overall profile for 
the group tested. 
Why are we requiringgraduates to take this 
test? There are three interrelated reasons. 
First, our accrediting association, the South- 
em Association of Colleges and Schools 
(SACS) requires that each member institution 
provide evidence of its effectiveness in meet- 
ing its mission, goals and objectives. In other 
words, we must provide convincing evidence 
the educational opportunities we provide are 
worthwhile. The CBE is only one of the many 
assessment activities we must employ to 
demonstrate our effectiveness and to remain 
accredited. The second reason is accountability. 
Our assessment activities, including the CBE, 
are designed to answer the questions which 
will assure accountability of the University to 
its constituents. The third reason is to improve 
our programs and policies. Only by measuring 
our students successes can we determine what 
adjustments are necessary for improvement. 
What can students gain from taking the CEE, 
or from participating in other assessment ac- 
tivihes? If students' performances on the tests 
reflect their true abilities, the information 
provided will affect the University's planning, 
leading to better, more effective programs. 
These changes will lead to greater success of 
our future students, thus enhancing the status 
of the University. As the status of JSU rises, 
the status of JSU graduates also increases. 
Higher status of JSU and its graduates will 
increase competitiveness of our graduates in 
the job market. 
Editor's note: Allen Smith is chairman of the 
University Assessment Committee. 
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Alabama Conservancy, Sierra Club accuse 
in-state companies of water violations 
Karen Pan 
Features Writer 
Alabama citizens have threatened to sue 43 compa- 
nies for alleged water violations in the largest anti- 
pollution, citizen campaign in Alabama's history. 
While this is, for now, only a warning, two environ- 
mental groups, the Sierra Club and Alabama Conser- 
vanc y, announced Feb. 6 their intentions to press charges 
if the accused com~anies do not clean UD their act within 
60 days. 
A press release stated, "Under the Federal Clean Water 
Act, citizens and citizen groups may sue companies that 
violate water discharge permits issued to them by the 
Alabama Department of Environmental Management 
(ADEM)." 
According to this law, a group must give the alleged 
violators , as well as the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and ADEM, 60 days notice. 
Vice President of the Alabama Conservancy Pat 
Byington said, "Our hope is that every company will 
come into compliance (within the 60-day notice.) We 
(want) to avoid lawsuits if possible." 
The question remains as to why the ADEM or EPA did 
not sue. 
Ray Vaughan, lawyer for the Sierra Club and Con- 
servancy, said he does not know why the EPA hasn't 
sued, but, "The ADEM likes to cooperate with compa- 
nies and is reluctant to sue." 
In fact, some of the companies may have already 
corrected their pollution problems without the public's 
knowledge. This is because it takes more than a month to 
process the water violation records, according to Byington. 
For now, however, the companies stand accused. 
Lee Brass Co. in Anniston is one company suspected of 
water violations. President Dale Rentroe said his com- 
pany had not yet received the 60-day notice as of Feb. 8, 
and did not want to comment. 
"Once we receive the letter, we will be glad to talk 
about it," Rentroe said. 
As for public reaction to this citizen campaign, Ala- 
bama Conservancy President Pete Conroy said, "The 
response has been overwhelmingly positive." 
Both Conroy and Byington agree this action is pro- 
business because it regulates all businesses and tries to 
make Alabama environmentally appealing for future 
businesses. 
"It is significant for the nation because Alabama has 
always been seen as being lax in enforcing environmental 
law," said B yington. 
If Alabama citizens continue to take the "environmen- 
tal law" into their own hands, this nation-wide view may 
prove incorrect. 
"Karen Purr is vice president of the JSU chapter of the 
Alabama Conservancy. 
Whitton takes 'The Road to Mecca' 
Sheila Lynch 
Features Writer 
The Anniston Community Theatre 
is currently presenting Athol Fugard's 
drama, 'The Road to Mecca," fea- 
turing JSU English and drama pro- 
fessor Steve Whitton. 
Josephine Ayers directs the play 
which includescast members Patricia 
Kempas Miss Helen; KatieRobertson 
as Elsa; and Whitton as Marius 
B yleveld. 
Helen is the focus of "Mecca," 
which is set in 1974, in a small South 
African village. She becomes the 
center of all gossip circles as she 
takes on a peculiar behavior after the 
death of her husband. 
Helen begins practicing a type of 
voodoo, taking copper wires, beads, 
crushed bottles and mirrors and cre- 
ates her "Mecca." 
Naturally, this behavior worries 
Byleveld- in fact, he thinks Helen 
has gone mad- and he tries to con- 
vince Helen to enter an "old folks' 
home." 
Elsa, on the other hand, is captivated 
by Helen's creation and urges Helen 
to s"md up for herself. 
dience grows to like Byleveld, de- 
spite his view of Helen. 
"The audience seems to like him 
because everyone has been in a situ- 
ation similar to Byleveld's," in which 
he must look after Helen's best in- 
terest, but also maintain his friendship, 
Whinon said. 
"The audience softens towards 
Byleveld because he unknowingly 
steps into an argument between Elsa 
and Helen." But basically, he is a 
good guy. 
Of his character, Whitton said, "It 
took a while to get into the character 
of Byleveld, but even from the begin- 
ning I knew he was not a mustache- 
twirling villain. This helped me be- 
cause I knew he was sincere in his 
actions." 
For his role as Byleveld, Whitton 
had to grow a beard, which he said, 
"willbegone attheend ofFebruary," 
when the play is finished. 
Byt Whitton said he thinks the au- Whitton and others perform in "The Road to-Mecca." 
Campus Scene 
Alpha Omicron Pi Friedman, Darlene Jernigan, 
Recently our Regional Chapter Cindy Jones, Tina Martin and 
RelationsOfficer,DelorisRhodes, Stephanie Schlatter. 
visited JSU. We all enjoyed her Sister of the month is Kim Mor- 
visit. gan. Rose of the week is Tandi 
Congratulations to Sherry Glenn. Denise McCullars is 
Greenwood, sister of the week, Twisted Sister. 
and Niki Styles, pledge of the Thanks to Sigma Phi Epsilon 
week. for its sorority appreciation 
Happy Valentine's Day. party.We had a great time. 
Happy birthday, Mom. 
Baptist Campus Ministry Happy Valentine's Day. 
The BCM promises fun-filled 
and exciting activities for Febm- Kappa Sigma 
arY. We would like to wish everyone 
Our new series, "Christ in the good luck with upcoming exams. 
Marketplace," began Tuesday as We also hope the fraternities 
Sharon Brittain of Weaver High and sororities had a successful 
School and Jim Roberts of North Rush, and we expect great things 
American Rockwell, spoke about from our new pledges. 
how they share Christ in their Please come watch our intrarnu- 
work-places. ral basketball team in the coming 
Lynn Kiser, a psychiatric social weeks. We look forward to a good 
worker, will speak Tuesday. season. 
Campus minister Bob Ford con- Our thoughts go to brother Keith 
tinues his Bible study on the Book Kreel who is in Saudi Arabia. 
of Acts at 6 p.m. today. 
A Valentine's Day party, fea- Phi Mu 
turing games like "The Dating Congratulations to our new 
Game," will follow the Bible pledges:TeresaCloud,LeesaCox, 
study. LisaFioch, HeatherGraves, Jenny 
We invite everyone to join us Gray, Lisa Jackson and Jamie 
for agape lunch every Wednes- Kohler. Also, congratulations to 
day. It is free for "first-timers," Christy Snow, our new secretary. 
and $2 for others. Phi of the week is Lisa Moore. 
Happy Valentine's Day. Congratulations to Melissa Hunt 
and Amy Sims on their recent 
Delta Zeta engagements. 
We congratulate our new ini- Thanks to all who participated 
tiates: Brenda Brothers, Carmel in our annual Mr. Cupid Contest. 
THE LEGEND OF THE VALENTINE 
Helen Steiner Rice 
The legend says St. Valentine 
Was in a prison cell 
Thinking of his little flock '3 
He had always loved so well ' . . 
'. ., 
And, wanting to assure them . . ... . . 
Of his friendship and his love, / :. 
He picked a bunch of flowers 
and sent them by a dove ... 
And on the flowers' dewy leaves 
He pierced these lines divine 
That simply said "I love you" 
And "I'm your Valentine" ... 
So through the years that followed, 
From that day unto this, 
We still send messages of love 
And seal them with a kiss ... 
Q 
Because a saint in prison 
Reached through prison bars one day 
.. . And picked a bunch of flowers ,. . . . 
. . And sent them out to say .. . . . 
j:. 
That faith and love can triumph, 
No matter where you are, 
For faith and love are greater 
, 
Than the strongest prison bar. 
* *.' 
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The Flip Side 
'Maggie's Dream' reminiscent of '60s sound Worth Watching-, 
History seems to be repeating itself 
as the '90s progress to more and more 
resemble those wild and crazy '60s. 
Just like the Vietnam warthen, people 
today protest the war in the Persian 
Gulf. Hairstyles, such as theUFrench 
Twist," and fashions are popular 
again. Even the music sounds like 
that of the '60s. 
Take "Maggie's Dream," for in- 
stance. This self-titled debut reeks of 
the ever-popular '60s 'peace and 
love" harmony. In fact, the melodic 
guitar rhythms and soulful grooves 
resemble what could possibly be 
termed a Hendrix~Zepplin vibe. 
Indeed, "Maggie's Dream" is the 
most refreshing and honest repre- 
sentation of musical creativity to hit 
the music scene since, perhaps, "In- 
troducing the Hardline According to 
TerenceTrentD'Arby,"in 1987. Just 
as D'Arby rejuvenated the "soul" 
inside music lovers then, Maggie's 
Dream now are setting new standards 
for feeling through music. 
Members Lonnie Hillyer, bass; 
Tony James, drums; Donny Palomo, 
vocals; Raf, guitars and vocals, do an 
excellent job combining melodic 
grooves with slap-in-the-face lyrics. 
From the first track, "Change for the 
Better," to the final one. "Fly," 
Maggie's Dream do their part to raise 
the humanconsciousnesslevelof their 
listeners. 
"Human," for example, talks of the 
blind prejudices in the world, asking, 
'Why do people judge each other1 
According to their skin's owncolor?/ 
No one seems to take the blameFor 
the fuss, yeah, it'sa shame/Weareall 
in the same race/Put on Earth to rec- 
reateme human race." 
"One in Six" is an emotional song 
which examines mortality. The title 
represents the one person in a crowd 
of six who dies, leaving the others to 
question their existence. "Pray for 
thesouls of many whoslipaway/And 
to understand that it's close at hand/ 
Will it always be a friend/And alone 
his soul is crying,While life goes on/ 
And we turn our backs and wonder/ 
Why life goes on" tug at the heart of 
the listeners, causing them to trea- 
sure friendships and even more im- 
portantly, life, a little more. 
Although these and all other songs 
on "Maggie's Dream" are brilliantly 
aimedat sparkling human awareness, 
it is easy for listeners to overlook the 
messages. The dream-like melody 
which is present in almostevery song 
causes the listeners to drift in and out 
of consciousness, losing themselves 
in only the music. It's like what acid 
trippers would listen to, but it's 
soothing and sincere at the same time. 
Still, "Maggie's Dream" is not for 
the average music fan. This album 
actually makes them think, and even 
then the messagesaren'talwaysclear. 
For example, "Living for the Times" 
deals with the government's policy 
on war, saying , "Well the mth is 
now fruition1And the leaders of$eir 
world/Say we should drop the am- 
munitioflo create a brighter day." 
Granted, this is a powerful message, 
but how many people know what 
fruition means? 
This is not to say the "deepness" of 
"Maggie's Dream" will discourage 
music lovers, but this is clearly an 
album for,perhaps, the more socially 
conscious listeners. ' Even so, once ' 
again, the music alone makes 
Maggie's Dream worth a listening. 
Upcoming Events of Feb. 14-Feb. 20 in Atlanta, Birmingham and 
Calhoun/Etowah counties: 
Music: 
Iron Maiden with Anthrax, performing at 7:30 p.m., today, at The 
Omni, 100 Techwood Drive, N.W., Atlanta. (404) 249-6400. 
Chyld, performing at 10 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday, at Rock 
Connection, 4th Ave. and 20th St., S., Birmingham. 323-2545. 
Chicasaw Mudpuppies with The Ticks, performing at 10 p.m., today, 
at The Nick, 2514 10th Ave., S., Birmingham. 322-7550. 
Vallejo Bros., performing at 10 p.m., Sunday, at Rock Connection, 4th 
Ave. and 20th S t ,  S., Birmingham. 232-2545. 
David Allan Coe, performing at 9 p.m., today, at The Alabama Show 
Palace, 1503 Hillyer Robinson Industrial Pkwy ., Anniston. 83 1-0689. 
Theatre: 
"Romance/Romance," playing at 8 p.m., Thursdays through Saturdays, 
and 2 p.m., Sundays, beginning Friday through March 23, at Neighbor- 
hood Playhouse, 430 W. Trinity Place, Decatur. (404) 373-531 1. 
"The Bride of Frankenstein," showing at 7 and 9:30 p.m., today 
through Sunday, at UAB University Center, 1400 University Blvd., 
Birmingham. 
"The Road to Mecca," playing at 8 and 2 p.m., now through Feb. 23, 
at Anniston Community Theatre, 1020 Noble St., Anniston. 2368342. 
Special Events: 
"Art Bacon: Images of the South," on display now through Feb. 28,4th 
floor, Birmingham Public Library, Birmingham. 
"Gadsden State Art Student Exhibit," on display at 2 p.m., now 
through Feb. 28, at Elliott Community Center, Gadsden Museum of Arts, 






I Pre-registration for THE GEORGE WASHINGTON 5 K  
I 
RUN is open thru February 14 ($8). Race day registra- 
tion begins at 1:30 p.m. ($10). 
* Nine age divisions for men and women * Wheelchair divisions * Trophies to top 3 in each division * Doorprizes * Trophies to overall male and femakwinners plus prizes * T-shirts to first 100 to enter 
Call 236-8221 for more details 
(Co-sponsored by Anniston Runners' Club) 
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Help Wanted 
EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA 
HIRING Men -Women. Summerflear 
Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging, 
Mining, Constr~~ction, Oil Companies. 
Sk~lled/Unskilled. Transportation 
$600 plus weekly. CALL NOW1 
1-206-736-7000, Ext. B 1 0 3  
EXTRA INCOME 
NOW! 
ENVELOPE STUFFING --  
$600 - $800 every week - 
Free Details: SASE to 
Brooks International, Inc. 1 / P . 0  Box 680605 Orlando, FL 32868 I I 
In order to better serve our 
readers, The Chanticleer 
will now publish a weekly 
classified ad section. Ads 
rnay be placed in the follow- 
ing categories: 
Help Wanted 
* Positions Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Lost & Found 
Personals 
Miscellaneous 
Classified rates are 20 cents per word with a 10-word or $2 
minimum. Orders must be placed at The Chanticleer office in 180 
SelfHall. Orders must be placed no later than 3 p.m. on the Friday 
preceeding the desired date ofpublication. Orders must be pre-paid 
andwill not be acceptedover the telephone. The Chanticleer reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisement that may be considered mis- 
leading or in poor taste. 
February 28 - March 5 
CALL 
I FOR TICICET IMFORMATION I 
WEEKEND VOLUNTEER and SUMMER STAFF 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. 
CAMP ASCCA 
I "World's Largest Camp for People with Disabilities" v*  
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE IN SOME CURRICULUM 
For Further Information Call Tom: 
2051825-9226 8 1-800-843-2267 (Alabama Only) 
P.O. Box 21 8 Jackson Gap, AL 36861 
I 
THE CULTRUAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 
OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS 
A DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO AFRICAN - AMERICAN LITERATURE 
Monday, February 18 
Leone Cole Auditorium 
YOUR SGA FUNDS AT WORK FOR YOU 
, 4 ? * " * * ' * . +  , h L f  * + & . - * .  r * I 
~ ' * , & .  * . ,  
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Former drug addict, ex-satanist, now Christian crusader, speaks at Leone Cole 
Tony Entrekin to expect the unexpected. phy, which is, "If you ain't radical, cess. all the Christians in the audinece to 
Features Writer When heappearedon stage, Warnke you ain't spit." "When he hit me the first time," raise their hand. While almost every 
seemedtheultimatehippie, withlong Radical, Warnke definitely is. Warnke said, "I didn't fall down, so hand went up, there were others that 
Never before has there been a Go- hair, an earring and button-covered Havingtravelledextensively with his he cameafter me. Finally, I got back did not. StiI1, Warnke praised them 
median like Mike Warnke. denim jacket. For those who were ministry, Warnke has plenty of tales in line, and when I reached the front, for their honesty. 
Wamke, Christian comedian and shocked at his appearance, Warnke to tell. he said, 'Hey, ain't you already been "I'd rather have an honest sinner 
crusader, is a former Vietnam Marine offered this explanation: He spoke of his California visit, through?"' Warnke replied, "Yeah, look me in the eye than be kissed on 
Corpsmedic,drugpusher,addictand &&I am not a vagrant, I am a Veteran. saying it was the worst experience but now I have a headache." the cheek by a hypocritical Chris- 
satanist High Priest. (All Veterans) look like this," he said. ever. "The fust time I was in Califor- After an hour of funny tales such as tian," Wamke said. 
Warnke brought his unusual blend Warnke also defended his long hair, nia, I was mistaken for some guy these, Warnke shifted to a more seri- Warnke still maintained his sense 
of comedy and evangelism to Leone citing Biblical references. "The first named Dude. I guess Dude was his ous subject, warning the audience of of humor to the end in during a sol- 
Cole Auditorium Saturday, Feb. 2, documented haircut in the Bible last name because sometimes I was the dangers of following the rules emn altar call. 
beforeacrowdof more than 300. Still caused a man to go blind, (refemng called 'Yo Dude,"' Warnke said. and doctrines of a particular denomi- In fact, when two men left early, 
others were turned away. toSamson,)soitseemslikesomething Another humorous tale was of an nation too closely. "Religion can re- Warnke joked, "You know, I got 
Most of the audience had not ever to avoid to me," W&e said. encounter with an evangelist who ally get in the way of your walk with angels in the parking lot, letting the 
heard Warnkeanddidnotknow what Warnke's appearance is only an made a practice of hitting people on the Lord," he said. air out of your tires. And my angels 
to expect of his act. They soon came illustration of his Christian philoso- the head as part of the healing pro- Duringtheinvitation, Wamkeasked wear Harley-~avidson jackets!" 
RE8EAREH 19,278 to choose from PAPERS, - all subjects I 
Order Calalop Today w~th VlsYMC or COD 
800-351 -0222 
on Cahf 121314778226 
Or, rush $2 00 to Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave #206 SN Los Angeies CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels * ----------- ,I 
[for I Rent I 
I One Bedroom I 
11 435-6780 111 




contest will be 
7 p.m. 
March 5 ,  
Leone Cole 
Auditorium. 
Pick up entry 
forms and 
information 





to  sponsor 
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JSU launches campus 
recycling program 
Sheila Lynch University for community scholar- 
Features Writer ships. 
"We want this project to be on a 
As the level of environmental con- volunteer basis, yet we need to solicit 
cem grows across the nation, so it the cooperation of all JSU faculty, 
does on college campuses, including staff and students," said Miller. 
JSU. To ensure the JSU recycling cam- 
JSU, with the he$ of the Campus paign is asuccess, Gilbert is studying 
Recycling Advisory Committee, has the different programs at other cam- ------ NUFREENUDESSE ------ 
organized a campus-wide recycling puses, but thinks the proper commit- 
program to do its part tee should be orga- Body Temp. Lotion 
in preserving the nized before any deci- *Bikini Lines *Legs *Eyebrows 
natural beauty of the "We want lhis  sions regarding the ~UpperLip  *Sideburns *Chins .Tummy 
environment. project to be on a program are made. 
George E. Miller, volunteer basis, yet "We need active 
vice president for members from all ar- 
Business Affairs, is We need-..the coop- eas of student life." I 
director of the project. eration of . .  faculty, said Gilbert, "and at 
u u 
Miller said the this time, we do not 
committee has already and students." have a greek represen- 
selected thechairman, --George E. Miller tative." - 
Jerry Gilbert of the re- VPBA Gilbert also said the 
cycling campaign, committee is asking 
and SGA ,faculty and for slogan suggestions 
staffrepresentatives. Thecommittee for the recycling campaign. For ex- 
is still searching for the right firm to ample, UAB used the slogan "Dol- 
handle the actual recycling of the lars,for Scholars." 
goods. Deadline for entry is March 1. The 
The difficulty in finding a recy- person submitting thebest slogan will 
cling company is with the profits receive a $50 bond. 
gained from recycling. Miller said Entries can be sent to: Philip 
the committee wants to receive all Attinger, SGA, Montgomery Bldg., 







168 Self Hall 
The pageant 
will be March 5 
= - JACKSONVILLE 
813 Pelham Road Pkm 435-5202 .Hut. 
I i 
I Large Single ( LUNCH FOR TWO 
Topping Pizza 1 $5.99 
I $8.99 I Includes two single topping I I Personal Pan Pizzas@ 
I ge! a second for just $6 more. 1 and two salads 
1 DM-IN CARRYOUT I D!kz; Ft,"2$:,UT 
I I l l a o  4pm 
I I 
Medium I I Meat Lover's03 I 
I Pizza I 
I $9.99 1 
I get the seebnd for just $4 more. I 
1 DINE-lh'*CARRYOUT I 
COMPLETE I 
"SUPREME" LUNCH , 
$3.89 I 
Includes a Supreme I 
Personal Pan Pizza@, salad I 
and a medium drink. I 
DINE-IN CARRYOUT I 
~ v a i h b k  Mondry - Saturday I 
in Leone Cole t i  
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Special photo essay: litter on campus 
What's wrong with these pictures? 
Jay Ennis 
Photo Editor 
I took a stroll around the campus 
early one Sunday morning. It was 
peaceful and completely deserted, an 
excellent time toappreciate the beauty 
of the architecture and the precision 
of the landscaping on this campus. 
The silence was complete. 
What really screwed up this serene 
experience was trash. Folks, I mean 
everywhere I looked there was a 
trace of litter. I'm not really qualified 
to preach to anyone about the sins of 
pollution. I'm as guilty as the rest of 
you, paper waste have k e n  casually 
tossed into the grass, and beverage 
containers have hit the pavement. I 
can always justify these actions with 
the old " s ~ i t  in the ocean" cliche'. 
~ h a t ' I  realized that Sunday 
suspects that we are going to be col- 
lege graduates soon, and we will be 
be initiated, it should begin at JSU. 
We are being very poor role models 
right now, yet it is never too late to 
begin anew. 
Being a photographer means that 
I will usually have a camera ready to 
trv and caDture those moments in life 
that are different. I present to you an Each of these settings is tainted by litter which has been strew 
example of what I saw that day. on campus. Unfortunately, this is a common sight at JSU. 
Student money used to 
pick up trash on campus 
Karen Pan 
Features Writer There's one man as- 
This campus isgetting trashed. And signed to (pick up trash) 
the culprits are free to litter again and 
continue on a frenzied spree of f i l l  time. At timessthey 
wasting money. have to ~ u t  someone else 
Students' money. 
JSU money, which could be used along with him. 
for students, bleeds into such cases as --Jim McArthur 
replacing vandalized trash receptacles 
and picking up used Marlboro packs 
from parking lots. 
University Engineer Jim McArthur, 
who is in charge of grounds and 
building upkeep, addressed the 
problem, "(Littering) is a universal 
problem." He added that measures to 
curb the litter problem come out of 
the budget, which could be used for 
other worthwhile programs if the litter 
were not so bad. 
University Engineer 
campus picking up trash." 
In addition to this clean-up crew 
are housekeepers, who are supposed 
to clean up around the buildings. 
While this crew solves the problem 
of trash on campus, at great expense, 
it is difficult to impose fines on those 
who litter. 
"The trouble is it's hard to catch 
For instance, he estimated the costs 
of the pebble-studded trash cans to be 
$100. Many have been broken in half 
by irrespons~ble people. 
"We've had several of these van- 
dalized," McArthur sad.  "They're 
heavy enough (that) you know they 
don't blow over." 
Furthermore, the University has to 
hire people specifically to pick up 
what others throw down. 
"There's one man assigned to @ick 
up trash) full bme. At t~mes they have 
toput someone else along w~th im," 
McArthur added. "In the afternoons 
b e y  Dave a man on the east side of 
someone," said McArthur. IIe said 
he is sure the University Pollce don't 
have the time or extra men to watch 
for those who Iltter.. 
There isa flip-side to this expensive 
and problemauc coin. If students 
choose to deposlt litter in the nght 
places, the University can actually 
profit. 
Campuses are now mandated by 
law to instill recycllng programs in 
thelr schools reported Jeny Gilbert, a 
member of the newly formed JSU 
recycling committee. "We need to 
get recycllng on everyone's mind," 
G~lbert said. - - - -  - 
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1 Sports - 
~ a m e c o c k s ~ u l l  away from undermanned Braves - - 
Todd Brooks utes and about two minutes in the a little bit, particularly the people from 1982-1985. The rec 
Sports Writer second half. who come off the bench," said Madden's mind as he ca 
Coach Bill Jones starting line-up Jones. game. " -  ?! 
The JSU men continued to roll changes seemed to work well in the Coach Jones was impressed with "Thursday when we played 
Monday night at Mathews game. David Edmund, who nor- the guard play of the ~amecocks- against UA-Huntsville, I was really 
Coliseum as they put away out- mally comes off the bench, started "They (West Georgia) kept wanting to get (the record\ then T 
gunned West Georgia 91-66. The the game and finished with a game changing defenses on US. I thought think that I was trying 
game was quite methodical, nothing high 24 points. Willie Fisher had our guards did a good job of picking the first three minutes, and ;made a 
flashy, but the Gamecocks did what 19, Charles Burkette had 13 and Pat up what scheme they were in and few turnovers. So, I tried to quit 
was most important -- they won. Madden had 12 to finish off the getting us into our offensive Pat- thinking about it," said Madden. 3 
The highlight of the name was double-figure scorers. tern," Jones said. "We had a couple "When I rnmp intn tnni, 
:ord was on 
me into the 
when pat Madden was announced to 
have broken the all-time assist 
record at JSU. 
The Braves were able to hang-in 
" - - -  - 
West Georgia's Jeff Myers, 
Nathan Boyd, and Derrick Cooley, 
all had 18 points to lead the Braves. 
"The line-UD change was inten- 
of guards that were a little coolin 
the f i s t  half from a shooting stand- 
point, but they had good shots. 
They just could not get them down. 
- - - - - - - - -  
.. ..,.. - ,., .., ,.. ght, I knew 
that I needed only two to break the 
assist record. What I did was try to 
concentrate to get those two. I 
knew nnce I  PO^ that wgond one I . . . . - - . . - - - 0 - -  -- 
early but didn't have the depth to tional," said ~bnes .  "'i thought our In the second half, when those could go ahead and ~ l a ~  
stay with the Gamecocks for the 
entire game. The West Georgia 
bench only scored eight points. 
West Georgia tried to do what 
most out-manned teams do by run- 
ning down the 45-second clock as 
far down as possible before shoot- 
ing. But they were not able to stick 
to the game plan very long, as they 
tried to match the Gamecocks' pace. 
The only time the Braves kept JSU 
from scoring is when the 45-second 
clocks broke from two dunks, one 
from each team. The delay in the 
first half lasted between 5-10 min- 
players played for the mostpart of 
the game hard." 
"We didn't get as many breaks in 
the first half as we wanted to, but 
we did do a better job with some 
things that I was concerned with," 
continued Jones. "One was rebound- 
ing. I think that is the way you 
have to beat this team (West 
Georgia)." 
Coach Jones thought the players 
did a great job, but was not sure he 
had done such a great job. 
"With the change, I think it got 
our substitution pattern messed up 
shots presented themselves, I 
thought Willie Fisher and Pat 
(Madden) both did a good job of 
getting the shot down." 
Jones thought that the first five 
minutes of each half were the key 
to winnitrg the game. 
"We played with a lot of determi- 
nation, a lot of intensity, and we 
got a lot done," said Jones. 
Pat Madden now has the JSU all- 
time assist leader with 651, 
(including 8 against West Georgia) 
and broke the record of 645 held by 
Melvin Allen, who played at JSU 




game.j thought abdut it a little bit. 
I would be lying if I said I didn't" 
"I really wanted to get it over 
with, and quit trying to wony with 
it. A lot of people were asking me 
'How many do you lack?' and I just 
wanted to get that out of the way, 
SO I could just concentrate on the 
game." 
The Gamecocks will be back in 
action this Saturday as they travel 
to Delta State to take on the 
Statesmen, who have won six in a 
row. Pat Madden breaks JSU - assists record. 
rrives for Lady Gamecocks 
West Georgia to a 49-46 halftime 
lead. 
" D m i n ~  the first half of the ball 
; the differ- 
[abrey said. 
tails for 27 _ em to rush 
1 Revenge played a factor their shots. After they (West 
Monday night, as the Georgia) missed, they were able to 
1 Gamecocks scalped the Lady get two or three more shots at the I Braves 95-79. basket because of offensive re- 
The f& ha1f this game proved bounds. In the second half we (JSU) 
to be much closer than the final did a much better job on the 
score showed. There were five lead boards." - - - - - - - - -. - . 
- 
0 ----- 
So far this season, a loss at West game, rebounding was 
Georgia has been the only Gulf ence,n Coach Tony M 
South Conference setback for the 
ltwe were bustinn our 
Lady Gamecocks. seconds and forcing th 
trying to take anything away from 
West Georgia because I felt they 
played well at their place, but I 
didn't feel we played well against 
them. It's tough to lose when you 
don't play well, so this was a big 
win." 
Robbie Wisener led the Lady 
Gamecocks in scoring with 22 
points. Wisener felt this was an 
important game for her after an in- 
jury kept her from playing in the 
first meeting with West Georgia 
thiq wmnn 
changes and three ties during the West Georgia scored '"- ----:"" "Nnt  nlav inn  in the l 3 0 t  n o m ~  
opening half of the contest. basket of the second ha After the game was tied at 5-5, 51-46 advantage. At d JSU went on a 19-12 run to grab a 
24-17 lead with 11 minutes left Lady Gamecocks took 
I before the half. the ball game by out-sc 
West Georgia was able to work Georgia 49-28 during I its way back into the game by out minutes of the game. I "- -.. ..." w"...".-.."v. 
rebounding the Lady Gamecocks "In the second half we just came ne ~~d~ G~~~~~ 
51-32. Scoring off offensive re- 
bounds, the Lady Braves went on a 
33-22 run during the final 10 min- 
LLIG upC;IlIIIg L.". y . u J . L . 6  ... "." ",or gun,," 
if to have a (against West Georgia) about killed 
it point, the me,' said Wisener. "I felt so help- 
control of less just watching the game and not 
:oring West being able to play. I felt our whole 
 he final 19 team had our minds set on revenge 
since they're the only team to beat 
I N  in the r n n f ~ w n r ~  " 
. -- ,  cks will travel 
out and went to boards," to Cleveland. Miss. this Saturday 
Mabrey said. "This was a big vic- 
tory for us tonight after losfng to (pDD pAvaapu, Page 
\".,C '-'Y'=U.. 
utes of the half This run ~ u s h e d  them earlier in the season. I'm not - 
Teams battle for rebound during wea weorg~a yurrw. 
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Future looks bright for JSU football team 
could fit in as a defensive back, terback, and he-has earned the hght Mitchell Grant • DB • 6-1, 190 Chuck Robinson DB 5-10,180 
wide receiveror running back, and to play. The position is his, if my- East Hall High School, Gainesville, G a  Forest Park High School, Forest Park Ga. that's exactly what we got," said body lxats him out they are going 
letes is very strict."said Burgess. "A 
Burgess. 
"We didn't get as many defensive 
linemen as we wanted, but we got 
two,"said Burgess. "We got four.of- 
fensive linemen, two quarterbacks 
and the rest are the type of athletes 
that can play several positions. We 
really needed to get those type of 
young men, and fortunately our 
staff did a great job of finding them 
and signing them." 
"The competition for these ath- 
Keith Langner 
Sports Writer 
lot of times we (Gulf South 
Conference schools) are looking for 
the same type of player. Having a 
By peaple have university and campus like we have probably heard the 'IMy is a big plus. With the facilities and 
Future's So Bright* rve OoUa Wear rndition we have at JSU, we have 
Shades," but this song may espe- 
cially ring true for JSU's football an o ~ ~ o r t u n i t ~  to sign 
team as they embark on the 1991 that special athlete." 
football campaign. Signing day for "Ow recruiting staff did a great 
high school seniors has already job. They spent a lot of time on the 
be,n and passed, and the future does road and a lot of time away from 
look bright for Gamecock football. recruiting those Young men," 
JSU lost some key people, no- said Burgess. 
tably ~ ~ l l ~ d ~ ~  and cecil The Gamecocks did lose several 
Blount, but the quarterback position people from last season, but 
may not be the only area ofconcern one of the biggest questions going 
for Coach Bill Burgess and his into the is be qua- 
staff. terback for the Gamecocks. 
"We had to have some offensive "Nicky Edmondson will be back 
and defensive linemen, and we for his senior year, and we have 
wanted to sign two option quarter- some good young qwterbacks who 
backs," said Burgess. "Other than have served their time," said 
those. we wanted an athlete that Burgess.   nick^ is our senior war- 
to have to take it away from him." 
Last year Edmondson became the 
leading punt returner in Gamecock 
history, and if Edmondson is the 
quarterback, don't look for him to 
be returning kicks for the 
Gamecocks. 
"Nicky has always been in the 
quarterback picture, but he is just 
too good an athlete to let stand on 
1991 Jacksonville State University 
Football Signees 
Banyon Allison OL 5- 1 1,235 Travis Oliver OL 6-3,270 
Weaver High School, Weaver, Ala. Bulter High School, Huntsville Ala. 
David Camacho OL/DT* 6- 1,260 Stacy Patton RB 5-10, 178 
Lee High School, Montgomery, Ala. St. Clair Co. High School, Odenville, Ala. 
Ode11 Chambers TE 6- 1,210 Eric Powell QB 05-7, 170 
Dothan High School, Dothan, Ala. Greenville High School, Greenville, Ala. 
Scott Crabbe OLB 6-2, 180 Jason Reynolds QB 5-8, 170 
Pepperell High School, Lindale, Ga. Childersburg High School, Childersburg Ala. 
Jonathan Davis LB 6-2,219 Riley Reynolds DE 63,230 
Ashford High School, Ashford, Ala. Dothan High School, Dothan Ala. 
Peady Hardy RB 5-9, 170 Andre Thomas TEDE 6-5,215 
Morrow High School, Morrow, Ga. Lineville High School, Lineville Ala. 
I I John Ingrarn OL 6-2,240 Vernard Williams ILB 5-1 1,210 Arab High School, Arab, Ala. Northside High School, Warner Robbins, Ga. I I 
Antonio Middlebrooks DT 6-0,240 Troy Wilson RBPB 5- 10, 165 
Forest Park High School, Forest Park, Ga. Satsuma High School, Satsuma Ala. 
See FUTURE, Page 16 
DOMINO'S 
3 TOPPINGS ON 
$3 DOLLARS OFF 
A N Y  REG- PRICE 
LARGE 15" PIZ- 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
1 Large One Item Pizza for Only 
$6 5 0 tax included 
11 - 4 p.m.Only Monday - Sunday 
Valtd at pantapaung stores only Not vslM wl* any other otfer. Dolivery aream lrrndted to emwe safe 
( dnvino. Our dnvsrs w r y  less lhan $20 0 Our drivers u r  not penal8zed tw latedd~venea Pnceswth ( 
tu r o u n d 4  to nearest ntckol E x p l r r :  3Al/P1.  I.II)--IIIIIIIIIIII--IIII-I 
7:00 8r 9:30 p.m. 
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Lady Gamecocks double-up on MU W 
Rodney Parks 
S~ort Editor 
Last Thursday Coach Tony 
Mabrey took his Lady Gamecocks 
to Columbus, Miss., for a non- 
conference match-up with 
Mississippi University for Women. 
The Lady Gamecocks enjoyed the 
road trip by building their winning 
streak to eight games with a 94-46 
win over the Blues. 
JSU was able to claim the 48- 
point win by using its pressing de- 
fense to cause 32 MUW turnovers. 
Mabrey felt his guards played a 
major role in the win. 
"We were able to play all six 
guards tonight,"said Mabrey. "That 
was a big part of the effectiveness 
of our press." 
"The good thing about this game 
Gamecocks need jump 
start to claim victory 
Keith Longer 
Sports Writer 
JSU took the court last Thursday 
night to play the UA-Huntsville 
Chargers. Granted, UAH is not 
synonymous with powerhouse 
basketball, but someone forgot to 
tell the Chargers to roll over and 
play dead. In fact, it seemed some- 
one had given the command to the 
start of getting ready to play," said 
Jones. "It disturbed me that was the 
way they felt. I think a team should 
be excited about its next opportu- 
nity to play, no matter who the op- 
ponent is." 
"My degree is not in psychology. 
I have no idea what Freud meant by 
some of the things he said, but I do 
know that we were lacking men- 
tally tonight." 
Gamecocks. But after a slow start, 
the Gamecocks regrouped to claim a The Chargers opened the k o n d  
116-87 victory. half with the same intensity in 
which they started the name, uartlv 
Four minutes into the game the contributing to the lackluste; s t i t  
Gamecocks were still trying to pull 
their V ~ P .  together. while the 
of the Gamecocks. The Gamecocks 
continued to a ~ ~ l v  the Dressure in 
was that we were able to play ev- 
erybody. We got a sustained effort 
and a good contribution off the 
bench." 
MUW held an early 5-4 lead. JSU 
then used its press to outscore 
MUW 51-21 during the final 15 
minutes of the first half. 
Mabrey felt building the 29-point 
halftime lead was important for 
them. 
"With a big game like West 
Georgia coming up, we could not 
look ahead," said Mabrey."We came 
ready to play and executed as well 
as we have all season. That is the 
mark of a good team." 
During the second half, Mabrey 
was able to get everyone on the 
team some valuable playing time. 
The JSU bench played well in the 
name and outscored MUW 39-20 
during in final 20 minutes. 
Dana Bright led JSU in scoring 
with a game high 20 points. 
Robbie Wisener scored 17, Tracy 
Linton tossed in 13 and had 10 re- 
bounds, and Beverly Lee also broke 
double figures with 11 points off 
the bench. 
The JSU victory completed a sea- 
son sweep for the Lady Gamecocks 
over MUW. 
Gamecocks set-up press defense . 
...... ow.-- ------, 
Chargers b d  built an impressive the second hali'8id ev&tually led 
10-nnint lead. The Chareers aD- the contest bv as manv as 31 - - ----  - 
peared to do no wrong, 6ombiig 
from the three-point line and hitting 
the short jumpers. They even man- 
aged to throw in a slam dunk 
which, by the way, seemed 10 pale 
by comparison to the patented 
C n m n r r n r G  allc.,,Lnnn \,,p h l " ~  211 
- -4 -- - - 
points. 
"At stages, we played really 
well," said Jones. "We got a good 
effort on the boards, but obviously, 
we had some periods where we 
didn't ulav well. I saw several 
uallxvbvbn u l x u j  -uut, r. v a s u r  v -a- -,. . n,.n..ntnmO~ t- la~ses in our stvle of ~ l a v  durine I ! I 
The Chargers managed a 13-point 
lead at one time, but the Gamecock 
pressure started tearing away at the 
lead. It was one of those Charles 
Burkette slams that let everyone 
know the G ~ m e r n c k c  were hv 1 1 0  
Lhk course of thi game.rl'i just fG 
from satisfied with anything less 
than perfect." 
The Gamecocks placed five men 
in double figures, led by David 
Edmond's career-high 29 ~oints.  - -- - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - J  - - 
means out of this one. JSU Following Edmond ;as ~uikette's 
outscored the Chargers 29-7 in the 24 points, Pat Madden's 16, Willie 
Inn* ..:-A -:-..+,.- ,.C .h- c:-n. h-lc W;ll;-rnn1 l A  nnri I T  nn;nta frnm 11 .... . .  . 
--U. " ..."" ". ...- ...... ) - - ..... ...... ..... r - -- 
going into the locker room with a Willie Fisher. Burkette led tlte 
50-35 lead. Gamecocks with 11 rebounds, 
while Madden handed out seven as- 
"Our team did a poor job at the sists. 
Future 
(Continued From Page 15) 
the sidelines, so we played him at man that can come in immediately 
receiver and kick returner," said and help us win, we'll play him. 
Burgess. "If he is our starting quar- But we don't want to use up a year 
terback, it will be awful hard for us of their eligibility just to play a 
to stick him back there to return couple of downs a ball game. It's 
kicks." just not fair to them." 
"We won't know if we'll have The Gamecocks ended up signing 
any guys that can help us immedi- 18 players. The signees will join 
ately until we get them here," said the team for summer practice to be- 
Burgess. "When we come in for gin preparation for the 1991 cam- 
two-a-days, we'll take every man paign. The future indeed does does 
we've got and assume that every look bright for the for the JSU 
. 'en5 will play. Zf ,we h v e  a fresh-. Gamecocks. , * .  > , . , A  
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Softball team set Payback (Continued From Page 14) 
1 . Full- & Part-T~me Meal Discounts - 
Flex~ble Hours 
Great S ta r t~ng  Salary 
Trainlng & Advancement 
P a ~ d  Vacat~ons/Hol~days 
We are hlring for 1 week 
Saturday from 9am-7pm 
Profit SharingISavings Plan 
Eligibility For Group 
HgalthiDental Insurance 
only. Interviews given Monday- 
Red Lobster 
515 Qulntard Drive 
Oxford 4L Re"" 
Equal Opportun~ty Employer L O ~ S ~ Z  I 
I WEDNESDAYS ONLY! FROM 8 P.M. - 2 A.M. I I I 
I Buy two footlongs at regular price I 
I and get one of equal or lesser value FREE! I 
I Offer exoires Februarv 28. 1991. I 
I I 
I I 
I college Center S. Quintard Ave. I 
I Jacksonville Anniston I 
'435-4367- 238-8222: 
L m m ~ m ~ ~ m m m m m m m m r n m m m m m m m ~ ~ m m m m m m m m m m  
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Kingston plays insid 
Todd Brooks 
Sports Writer 
Coming off his Gulf South 
Conference "Freshman of the Year" 
campaign, Anthony Kingston has 
proved to be one of the most 
versatile basketball players on the 
JSU basketball squad this season. 
Kingston, a sophomore from 
Tanner, Ala., plays at guard as well 
as pounding it out with the big 
men underneath (despite being only 
6-4, 175). Kingston said that he did 
not originally plan to come to JSU. 
"I was not planning on coming 
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(James) Hobbs," said Kingston. 
"He (Hobbs) came to one of my 
games, and I sort of heard things 
about JSU. I heard about the bas- 
ketball traditions and all the things 
(that JSU had to offer). It got me 
looking into them and seeing what 
Jacksonville was like." 
Kingston feels his choice to at- 
tend JSU was a good one. He en- 
joys the small campus atmosphere. 
"Everybody's very friendly," said 
Kingston. "JSU is a small campus, 
so you know everything that is go- 
ing on. I like the little close-knit, 
family-type thing we have here." 
Kingston is a business major and 
carries a 3.44 GPA. Last season he 
e, outside 
averaged 9.9 points per game and 
pulled down 4.3 rebounds in 29 
games. During his freshman sea- 
son, Kingston scored 23 points, in- 
cluding 11 of 12 from the free- 
throw line in overtime, to help JSU 
dcfeat defending national champion 
Norlh Carolina Central in the 
NCAA playoffs. 
Kingston said that he enjoys 
playing for JSU and Coach Bill 
Jones. 
"He is fair and I like his style of 
play," said Kingston. "You run a 
lot, and he gives you a chance to 
showcase your talents. Plus with 
this style of play, everybody gets 
the same amount of playing time." Kingston scores lay-up for Gamecocks . 
I R E S E R V E  O F F I C E R S '  T R A I N I N G  C O R P S  I 
YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE. 
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH. 
Army ROTC offers qualified students two- 
year and three-year scholarships that pay 
for tuition and required educational fees 
and provide an allowance for textbooks 
and supplies. 
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant 
each school year the scholarship is in 
effect. So find out today if you qualify. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
CALL CPT. BRYANT OR MAJ. HOUSAND AT 782-5601 
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NOVEMBER 
14 USSR Exib. W118-114 
19 Lincoln Mem. W104-76 
24 Ala. A&M W121-85 
30-1 Tom Roberson 1 st 
DECEMBER 
4 Athens State W 90-64 
8 Troy State* L 127-1 03 
10 Val. State* W 90-87 
JANUARY 
2 Berry W 107-75 
4-5 Rollins Tour. 3 rd 
7 Livingston* W 75-72 
10 Lincoln Mem W 1 11 -81 
14 West Ga.* W 1 11 -89 
16 Athens State W 102-80 
19 Delta State' W 100-83 
21 Miss. Coll.' W 98-69 
26 UT-Martin* W 75-65 
28 North Ala.' L 105-73 
FEBRUARY 
2 Livingston' W 98-87 
7 UA-HuntsvilleW 1 16-87 
11 West Ga*. W 91-66 
16 Delta State* Away 
18 Miss. Coll.' Away 
23 UT-Martin* Home 
25 North Ala.' Home 
28 Troy State* Away 
MARCH 
2 Val. State' Away 
Gulf South Conference game 
NOVEMBER 
19 Berry W 96-81 
27 Alabama L 89-79 
DECEMBER 
1 Kennesaw W 84-70 
4 Talladega W 103-79 
10 Val. State* W98-64 
12 Troy State* W 123-69 
15 Kennesaw W104-88 
JANURARY 
4-5 Berry Tour. 1st 
7 Livingston* W 100-75 
10 Montevallo W 106-90 
14 West Ga.* L 92-81 
17 MUW W 101 -61 
19 Delta State* W 94-76 
21 Miss. Coll.' W 101-77 
26 UT-Martin* W 88-84 
28 North Ala.* W 77-65 
31 Montevallo W 109-75 
FEBRUARY 
17 Faulkner Home 
20 LaGrange Away 
22 Faulkner Away 
23 Lincoln-Mem.(2)Home 
24 Lincoln-Mem.(2)Home 
26 Ala-Birm. Away 
MARCH 
1 Aub.-Mont. Home 
2 Montevallo Home 
5 Birm.-Southern Home 
9 Val. State*(2) Away 
11 Columbus Coll. Home 
17 Ehstem Ky.(2) Home 
18 Cumberland(2) Home 
19 Kennesaw Home 
23 Troy State*(2) Home 
25 Berry Away 
26 Loras Coll. Away 
Carleton Coll. Away 
27 Columbus Coll. Away 
29 West Ga.*(2) Awav 
FEBRUARY 
12 UAB Away 
25 Samford Home 
26 UAH Away 
1-2 ABAC Jamboree Away 
6 Birm. Southern Away 
8 Woff ord Away 
9 S. C.Spartanburg Away 
11 UT-Martin Home 
15 Echerd Coll. Away 
16 N. C. Greensboro Away 
17 Rollins Away 
18 Wis. Stout Away 
18 Abilene Chr. Away 
20 Shorter Home 
22 Berry Home 
23  . Mobile-Coll. Home 
25 Lin. Mem. Away 
26 Lee Coll. Away 
2 Samford Away 
8 U AH Home 
10 Birm. Southern Home 
12 GSC Matches Home 
13 GSC Matches Home 
14 GSC Matches Home 
FEBRUARY 
12 UAB Away 
21 Georgia St. Home 
25 Samford Home 
26 UAH Away 
MARCH 
6 Birm. Southern Away 
8 Woff ord Away 
9 S. C.Spartenburg Away 
11 UT-Martin Home 
15 Echerd Coll. Away 
16 Florida Southern Away 
Evansville Away 
17 Cornell Away 
18 Abilene Chr. Away 
20 Shorter Home 
22 Berry Home 
23 Mobile Coll. Home 
25 Lin. Mem. Away 
26 Lee Coll. Away 
2 Samford Away 
5 GSC Matches Home 
6 GSC Matches Home 
7 GSC Matches Home 
8 UAH Home 
10 Birm. Southern Home 
15 W. Georaia Awav . . 
FEBRUARY 1 i? Shorter I 1 ;; shorter " 1 
2 Livingston* W 102-87 ApRIL 
GSC Tour. GSC Tour. 
Kennesaw Away 27 GSC Tour. UN A 7 MUW 
20 GSC Tour. Delta 
W 94-46 1 GSC Tour. UNA GSC Tour. Delta 
North Ala. 11 West Ga.* W 95-79 3 Home 
16 Delta State' Away 5 Miles(2) 
18 Miss. Coll.' Away 6 Val. State"(2) 
23 UT-Martin' Home 8 Berry 
25 North Ala.' Home 9 North Ala. Away 
28 Troy State' Away 11 Aub.-Mont. Away 
13 Troy State*(2) Away 
MARCH 16 Montevallo Away 
2 Val. State' Away 18 LaGrange 
20 West Ga.*(2) 
22 Shorter 10 West Ga.' 
27 Cumberland(2) 
29 Shorter 17 Athens State Home Gulf South Conference game 
Gulf South Conference 19 GSC Tour. 
I I ' 
115 West Ga.' Home I 
DATE TOURNAMENT SITE DATE TOURNAMENT SITE 
Sept. 10-1 1 Charles Coody 4th place Feb. 15-16 Pizza Hut Int. St. Louis Miss. 
W. Texas Inv. March 21 -22 TSU Invitational Eufaula Ala. 
Oct. 1-2 Tri-State Classic 1st place March 29-31 Southern Inter. Alex City Ala. 
Oct. 7-9 Stetson Univ. 5th place April 9-1 0 Bent Brook Int. Birmingham 
Nov. 2-4 Ala. Intercollegiate 2nd place April 15-16 Southeastern Col. Valdosta Ga. 
IZ2 UNA Int. Away 
Ail home Games Will Be Played At 
Germania Springs Park 
I All Games Are Double Headers INOV. 12-13 FI. Citrus  BOW^ lnv. 1 st place April 22-24 GSC Tour. Lake Eufaula I I I 
1-1 
J DIVISION Luttrell Crew 3-2 6, Pink Elephants 1-3 FRATERNITY CONFERENCE 
1. Bomb Squad 5-0 20 Below 0 3-2 7.Vikings 0-4 1. Phi Beta Sigma 5-0 
2. Run & Gun 4-1 5. Stars 2-2 8. Cossa's Raiders 0-5 Kappa Alpha Psi 5-0 
3. Fighting Irish 3-2 6. Pannell Wildcats 2-3 GAMECOCK DIVISION 3. Alpha Phi Alpha 3-2 
No Name 3-2 7. Alpha-Holics 1 .Sorne White Guys 4-0 AT0 3-2 
5. Sand Mt. Succesion 2-3 "'l" 0-4 2. Hops 4-1 Kappa Alpha 3-2 
6. Jail Birds 2-4 3. The Heat 3-1 Phi Kappa Phi 3-2 
7. Air Apparent 1-4 U DIVISION Wellington 3-1 7. Delta Chi 1-4 
Spurtom Warriors 1-4 1. No Money 4-0 5. ROTC 1-2 Sigma Nu 1 -4 
2. Attack Iraq 3-1 6. BCM 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1-4 
3-71 7. Delta Chi B 1-3 Kappa Sigma 1-4 S DIVISION Hawks 
1. Gamecocks 5-0 Shooters 3-1 Mobil 1-3 
2. Boomin System 3-2 5. Stars 2-2 ----------- ----- 
JANUARY 
20 TN Tech Tour. 4th 
26 Murray State 6th 
FEBUARY 
9 MTSU Home 
17 Murray State Away 
23 UT-Martin Away 
NorthAla. Away 
20 Thursdav. February 14, 1991 
Come see for 
yourself. . . 
and join the fun! 
It's into the 90's  
and more with the 
Gadsden Mall. 
And Look What's 
1 . COIN SHOW I STREET RIDE 
"IT'S A WHOLE NEW WORLD" 
If you catch yourself saying "There 's nothing to do", you haven't seen the newly renovated 
Gadsden Mall. Restaurants, shopping, entertainment and much more . . . 
Visit the Mall.  . . LET THE GOOD TIMES BEGIN! 
